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Wilt lt Go Round in Circles?
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circle created by the team members sitting cross-legged.

MATERf ALS

been completed)
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INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY

1. Before technology had been des

handy instruments-literally. For

igned to help gauge accurate measurements, people used

example, the width of an index finger becam e a digit. How

4.

5.

many digits wide is your desk?

2. Thelengthofthearmfromthetipofthemiddlefingertotheelbowbecameacubit.Fromyour
seat,estimatehowmanycubitsta11youthinktheclassdoorwaymightbe:-

3. The Romans used the length of a grown man's foot as a measurement too[. What do you think
that unit of measurement was named? How many inches long

do you think your foot is?

What besides a ruler might be used to measure an inch?

The width of the outstretched hand from the thumb to the little finger was ca[[ed a spon.

Approximately how many spans wide is your desk?

6. The length from fingertip to fingertip with arms outstretched is a fathom. Using fathoms,

what do you thinkyour classroom's length and width are?

l. Leonardo da Vinci used a braccio, or arm's length, when planning his work. A braccio was

equalto lwo palmi, or outstretched palms. Approximately how many braccio in height are

you?

8. Around z5o B.C., the Greek mathematician Archimedes figured out the ratio of a circle's cir-

cumference to its diameter. What is the formula for measuring circumference?

What is the formula for measuring area?

9. What is the value of pi?
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10. Practice on your own with these problems:

a. The diameter of a nicke[ is 3 cm. What is the circumference?

b. The radius of a plate is 4.2 in. What is the diameter?

The radius of a circular rug is z yd. What is the area?

The circumference of a wheel is 18.84 m. What is the

c.

d. radius?

TEAM CHALLENGE

Participants willwork in teams of four or five to form a circle and make estimates and cal-

culations based on that circle's measurements. Once teams have been selected, the teacher

will record the start time. You wi[[ have exactly rz minutes to get your supplies and make your

team's circle. Your goal is make a circle and be the closest with your estimations/calculations
of the diameter, circumference, and area. You will record your estimates in the box provided.

Start Time _: + rz Minutes = _:_ End Time

Sit cross-legged as closely together as possible in a circle, and use the yarn or string
provided to outline the group circle. Estimate what the circle's diameter might be. Calculate

the circumference and the area based on this estimate. Don't forget to include the units on

al[ measurements. Leave the yarn outline of your circle in place untilthe end of the challenge.

When the time period is up, pass your paper to another team to check the accuracy of
your group's calculations. Use a calculator and pen and write neatly when checking another

team's work.

The team that is checking the measurements recorded in the box should complete the

fo[[owing:

Based on the estimated measurement of the team's diameter equaling 

-, 

the

circumference equals and the area equals The team's calculations were

(circle one) correct/ incorrect.
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ESTIMATIONS OF MEASUREMENTS

7.

2.

3.

Our estimate of the diameter:

Our estimate of the circumference:

Our estimate of the area:
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lf one or more of the team's calculations was incorrect, write in the space provided where
you think the team's error took place.

Each team should now get its checked calculations back from the team that checked
them. lt is now time to check for accuracy of estimation by using a yard- or meterstick.

1. Measure the diameter of your group's circle and record the information below.

Diameter = Circumference = Area =

2. What was the difference between your estimation and the actual measurement?

Diameter = Circumference = Area =

j. Were you successful in estimating the diameter?

4. Were you successful calculating the circumference? The area?

5. How could your team have been more accurate?

6. Sometimes estimating measurements is sufficient, and sometimes we need to be precise.

Give two examples of when estimation is sufficient.

Give two examples of when measurements must be precise.

7. Why is it important to understand measurement?
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